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project descirption
In 1859, civil engineer Ildefons Cerdá designed an extension plan, EIXAMPLE, for the city of Barcelona, Spain.
This extension plan combined the surrounding nieghborhoods of Barcelona into one cohesive urban fabric.
This final study will investigate the dynamics of the EIXAMPLE city fabric and what it means to be an integral
part of everyday city life. This final project will be just one contemporary reponse to the question of how to design within
the context of the EIXAMPLE and how to shape URBAN MATTER,“a living, amorphous, rebellious, highly complex,
and long-lastig substance” that exists at different scales of urban life

3 cerda block typologies
Cerdá designed 3 different block typologies for use in the Eixample.
Using combinations of these through the urban plan, he wanted to realize the concept of the INTERWAY the space between the buildings
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development of cerda block throughout history
Over the years, the changes in city ordinances have develoeped the original Cerdá block almost beyond rocognition.
It is now more dense and lacks the key element - the interway - the Cerdá had planned.
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cafe del arco
murcia, spain

clavel arquitectos

catalan institute of economistes hq
barcelona, spain Roldan + Berengue

Cafe del Arco blurs the lines between indoor This building by Roldan + Berengue creates
and outdoor by reaching out to the public domain a vertical square by extending the plane
with its curvilinear walls.
of the existing square below.
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barcelona, spain

Rahola + Vidal

This library creates a strong connection
between the street and the interior courtyard
via the the public program of the space.
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the street

The street is now closed off the to
interior of the blocks, which have become
essentially non-existent as courtyards.
The car becomes the dominant element
of the space bewtween the buildings
as opposed to the interways suggested
by Cerda.
The sidewalk is the primary element
of public space in this area of the city
in contrast to what was planned by
Cerda. This limits pedestrian mobility.
How could you increase accesibility
within blocks and between the blocks?

the sidewalk

what was built.

hat could it be?
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The public space within the block has
become a rarity. A recent movement
has be started to recover the interior
of the blocks and develop them as
public courtyards.
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